This booklet celebrates the productivity and creativity of the Oberlin College of Arts and Sciences faculty in 2013. As teacher-scholars deeply committed to the project of liberal arts education, our faculty is equally committed to the production of new knowledge and its dissemination. Over the past year, faculty have published 138 articles and book chapters; 18 books; mounted or screened 27 performances, exhibitions, and documentaries; and produced 1 translation and 32 reviews.

The catalog reflects the strength and vitality of our artists, and humanists, social and natural scientists. The range and depth of the scholarship displayed in these pages are very impressive, and the document both confirms and exhibits our engagement with the world and the life of the mind.

As you leaf through these pages, join me in celebrating the wonderful accomplishments of our gifted faculty!

Joyce Babyak
Acting Dean, College of Arts and Sciences

NOTES:
Books include Books, Monographs, and Edited Volumes.
Articles and Book Chapters include Articles, Book Chapters, Encyclopedia Articles, Publications, Catalog Essays, Forwards, Previews, Errata, Essays, and Essays in Anthologies.
Multimedia include Performances, Documentaries, Exhibitions, Shows, Curatorial Work, Film Work, Choreography, and Directorial Work.
Reviews include Book Reviews, Film Reviews, and Program Notes.

*indicates Oberlin undergraduate student co-author
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Suarez, Harrod. 2013. “She’s Come Undone,” *Center for Art and Thought*. Available at: http://centerforartandthought.org
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Into the Scrum. Directed by Rian Brown-Orso. 2013 Screenings: Athens International Film Festival, March 22 (Audience award for documentary); Portland, Oregon Women’s Film Festival (POWfest), March 6; Wexner Center for the Arts, April 20; Basilica Hudson, New York, July 4; Snow College, Utah, November 21.
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Strut, Clink, Splat. Choreography by Holly Handman-Lopez. Performed at Oakland University, Rochester, MI and at BalletMet, Columbus, OH, 2013.
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#12, Walter, #13, Love & Venom and #14, Who Lives There. Produced by Jeffrey Pence. 2013 Screenings with Q & A: Oberlin University, Tokyo, May; Temple University-Japan, Tokyo, June; The Wexner Center for the Arts, Columbus, OH, June; Palace Theater, Lorain, OH, August; The Apollo Theater, Oberlin, OH, September; The Stocker Center for the Arts, Lorain County Community College, Elyria, OH, November.
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Sharpley, Adenike. 2013. Jazz Set at EEP Center in East Cleveland, OH with the Dance Diaspora Jazz Collective accompanied by Ralph Jones and the Cosmic All-Stars, 6 solos.
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It’s About Time. Performed by Nusha Martynuk. Choreography by Claire Porter (NYC). Repertory piece performed at a showing at Cleveland State University, Summer 2013.
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*enact,* 2013. Jury Selection at the 17th Annual Japan Media Arts Festival, a comprehensive festival of Media Arts (Media Geijutsu) that honors outstanding works in the four divisions of Art, Entertainment, Animation, and Manga.
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*Ali, Kazim. Fall 2013. “Flower Gate” and “Tower of Babel.” The Normal School 6(2).*
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Jones, Nicholas. 2013. Music Reviews in ClevelandClassical.com: Ana Moura-Fado (March); Apollo’s Fire (February, March, April); Burning River Baroque (September); ChamberFest Cleveland (June); Clare College Choir (December); Cleveland Orchestra (May, August, August); Deborah Voigt (March); Jordi Savall (October); Cleveland Opera Circle (October); Leipzig String Quartet (March); Les Delices (February, April, October); Linden String Quartet (October); Mark O’Connor String Quartet (October); Newberry Consort (March); Silk Road Ensemble (March).
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